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Vertical Panels for a Vertical MillVertical Panels for a Vertical Mill
“I have now worked with Wear-Con for approximately 12 years on various 
problems and issues we’ve experienced in our cement manufacturing plant. 
The very first time I talked with them about an issue, they offered the cor-
rect solution for our problem. They are always forthcoming in helping me 
to try to solve problems we’re experiencing at the plant. Also, everyone that 
I have ever talked to from Wear-Con is pleasant to deal with and friendly.” 
Area Leader for Midwest cement plant. 

This Midwest cement plant was continually having to replace chrome car-
bide overlay wear plating in two high-wear areas in their two Vertical Atox 
50 Raw Mills—the curved walls and the separator vanes—where a constant 
barrage of pulverized raw material (limestone, clay, sand, and mill scale) 
catches up in the air draft and literally sandblasts both the walls and the 
vanes resulting in severe airborne sliding abrasion. 
 

Due to this abrasion on the 
walls, his maintenance team was 
having to replace the decimated 
2’x4’x1/2” chrome carbide overlay plate by cutting out the bad and welding 
in the new every two weeks. The process usually took three people, at $24 
per hour per worker, all day to replace one 2’x4’ piece of plate.  In addition, 
the chrome carbide overlay plate was costing approximately $1500 per piece. 
His maintenance team performed this repair on normal PM days designed 
for mill maintenance. Both manpower and material drained a lot of re-
sources. 

The main goal was to get a product that lasted longer than two weeks in 
these curved walls of the Vertical Atox 50 Raw Mill. April 2013 is when 
Wear-Con’s SHC800 Panels were introduced as the solution to his prob-
lem. That job cost $17,500.00 
to cover an area that was 9’ wide 
by 11’ tall. Wear-Con’s solution 
consisted of fifty 13 ¾”x17 ¾” x 
¾” and eight 13 ¾”x8 ¾”x ¾” 

custom cast into a curve SHC800 Wear Panels that were all RubberLine 
backed for cushion and bolted into place with two bolts. 

The new SHC800 Wear Panels have had a long lifespan so far in this high 
impact area. To this day most of the upper half of the area replaced with 
Wear-Con’s SHC800 Wear Panels in April 2013 remain from the original 
installation. This also saves on the time to set up and take down scaffold-
ing to reach those high areas. Now this plant usually replaces five to six 
panels total per year. The Area Leader testifies that Wear-Con’s SHC800 
Wear Panels are easily changed with very little manpower, and he needs 

By Mike Sexton

SHC800 wall Panels continue to last for 
a long time and are easily replaced.

New Custom Curved RubberLined 
SHC800 Wear Panels.
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very little time to change them. This translates into 
three guys taking about twenty minutes to unbolt, 
remove, replace, and re-bolt one panel. 

The second area mentioned that needed attention was 
the separator vanes in the same Vertical Atox 50 Raw 
Mill where airborne sliding abrasion was also the wear 
issue. The wear plate in the separator vanes was being 
eaten away even faster than the walls. Before turning 
to Wear-Con’s solutions, The plant used three chrome 
carbide overlay wear plate pieces that were 40 1/4”x 
8” on each vane. This CCO wear plate was un-bolted 
and re-bolted into place after installing a planked-out 
walkway to work off of.

Wear-Con’s Field Crew replaced each separator vane 
with five custom cast ¾”x 24”x 8.14” SHC800 Panels 
cast from solid high chrome alloy. The SHC800 sepa-
rator vane cost was $90,000 for 340 panels. That works out to being 68 “j-bracket” separator guide vanes from which 
five SHC800 Panels are attached to. Now, unbolting the most worn of the five panels and bolting one replacement is 
all it takes to give an enduring solution to the previous replacement of an entire ineffective wear plate. 

“The other day we replaced four of the curved SHC800 wall panels in about one hour with three guys, compared to 
three guys and six hours to the old wear plating. I don’t have an actual number as to how much the SHC800 Panels 
have saved us, but the savings are huge! Let’s just say that the initial costs of these investments were covered in the first 

six months of them being in operation,” said the Area Leader. All of this 
means that the plant’s crews can get other jobs done with the same amount 
of personnel.

All the SHC800 Panels have surpassed their goals many times over. They 
hoped they would get more life out of Wear-Con’s product; however, they 
did not expect to get the lifecycle that they now experience. The Area 
Leader says, “It is 1000-times better over the previous products we used or 
tried in this area of the mill. Our day-to-day life has improved tremendously 
as we do not have to worry about going into the mill wondering if we must 
replace a wall liner or not. If we do, it takes a minimal amount of time by 
just removing two bolts and re-bolting a new one to replace one. We also 
really like the SHC800 Wear Panels in our chutes as well as our skirt board 
liners and conveyors.” 

He also said, “One of the things I like best about working with Wear-Con 
is they have a very knowledgeable and friendly staff who are always willing 
to work with you to come up with a good solution to my issues. Second, I 
should mention Wear-Con’s Field Crews do not require a lot of attention 
on outages. Every time I have used them, they do excellent work. Their 
tiling is top notch, and they do excellent work. I have also had them do 
some Densit work for me, and they do good work there as well. Give them 
a call and explain your issue/situation; and I guarantee you, they will get it 
resolved for you.”

SHC800 Wear Panels bolted to 68
 “j-bracket” separator guide vanes.  

View is from the back.


